
 

Joe Pettit is not just a speaker - he's a catalyst for transformation. With a remarkable leadership career 

spanning over two decades, Joe has become a distinguished figure in leadership development and 

emotional intelligence. He's the author of the acclaimed book, "Seeds to Success," which has touched 

the lives of thousands with its powerful insights.  

Joe's journey to becoming a sought-after keynote speaker and the founder of New Leaf Leadership was 

paved with purpose. With more than 20 years of hands-on leadership experience, including over seven 

years as a school nutrition administrator, he understands leadership in its raw, practical form. At the 

helm of a team of 100, Joe crafted a leadership development program from the ground up. His 

innovative approach led to remarkable results, including increased revenue, reduced turnover, and the 

nurturing of a robust leadership pipeline. 

What sets Joe apart is his commitment to real-world application over mere theory. His sessions are not 

passive lectures, they're dynamic and activity-based experiences that resonate with his audience. Joe's 

audiences walk away with tangible takeaways that can be immediately implemented in their 

professional and personal lives. 

One testament to the power of Joe's work is a director who credited his emotional intelligence program 

with nearly eliminating employee referrals. Team members armed with Joe's tools effectively managed 

conflicts and found solutions, resulting in increased productivity and a harmonious workplace. 

Joe Pettit's mission is clear: to empower leaders with the skills, knowledge, and emotional intelligence 

needed to thrive in today's complex world. With a track record of impacting over 10,000 leaders in the 

past four years, Joe is a driving force for positive change. To learn more about Joe and his work, visit him 

at www.joepettitinspires.com or www.newleafleadership.com. 

Joe’s non-profit, New Leaf Farm, is a leadership retreat and community hub that teaches and equips 

people to reach their full potential in life and at work. Here leaders have the opportunity to connect 

with their team, learn, write, and grow. They find themselves re-energized as they experience the 

firsthand therapeutic benefits of gardening. 

https://newleafleadership.com/
https://www.newleaffarm.org/

